
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Level +1

K 

291 m2 

+

400 kg/m2 
+

+

+

-

+

+

+

Entrance
Surface
Length x width x height 
Furnishing

Door

Maximum floor load 
Loading goods
Elevator

Disabled access 
Pillars 
Catering 
Daylight

Shading/blackout
Electricity

Lighting 
Climat control 

Suspension 
Extra 

CAPACITY 
Theatre setup

Training setup

Cabaret setup
U-shaped setup 

Boardroom setup 

Dinner setup 

Reception

m2 sq. ft.

inspiring
people

Europe Lounge Entrance K, First Floor

 291 3132  - 

options

+

3132 sq ft
14 x 15 x 2.2 m
Carpet floor 

Via entrance K. Lift on the left hand side.  Dimensions  (lxwxh) 2.2 x 1.4 x 2.6 m

Via elevator entrance K or escalator 

No pillars

Via webshop or your account manager. 

The walls are not suitable for hanging posters and the like

-

-

Electricity via outlets and points on the floor near escalator 

For detailed information see RAI virtual tour

Two double glass doors to Restaurant First Floor and First Floor lounge hxw: 2.70x1.80

No direct daylight available

Via elevator 

+

https://youreka-virtualtours.be/tours/rai/?lang=NL&startNode=node283


TECHNICAL FACILITIES  

Beamer 

Projection screen

Flatscreen

Network +

Sound system -

-

-

Technical area 

Translation cabins 
Stage
Stage lighting 
Lighting truss -

+

+

+

G101, G102, G103 - G111, Amsterdam Suite, Topaz Lounge First Floor lounge, First 
Floor restaurant 

Ground floor, near Café Amsterdam

P1/2

FACILITIES NEAR THE LOUNGE        
Lounges, meeting rooms 

 in vicinity

Cloackroom 

Toilets

First Aid station

Parking

+

-

-

-

SPECIFICATIONS

RAI wifi is the public wifi in the Congress Centre and organisers offices. It is suitable for 
meetings and conventions hosting up to 1,500 visitors per day. RAI wifi supports basic 
intern usage, such as e-mailing, browsing and social media (max 2 Mbps per device) - and 
is not suited for the use of event apps, heavy downloading or for use during interactive 
sessions, workshops, voting or comparable functions. Visitors can connect to the network 
by switching on wifi on their device and selecting the 'RAI wifi' network. Automatically a 
page will be displayed where the user has to accept our Terms & Conditions. When an 
event has other requirements or if RAI wifi does not meet the required conditions, we 
offer the option to install a custom wifi network.

-

+ On request or near entrance K 




